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Nobody can say why, but everyone knows, Bouncy loves fish. It’s always been that way. 
Bouncy loves fast fish, still fish, tall fish, small fish and any kind you can think of at all fish.



You can imagine the scene then, when one sizzle-hot day in June, Teacher called the class 
together to announce a surprise. “Next week,” said Teacher, “we will be taking a trip to an 
aquarium!” Well all the students were excited, but you know who was excited most, right?



Yup, Bouncy was there with bubbles in the tummy and jumps in the toes.



When the school bell rang, Bouncy burst through the doors
and into Knack’s arms to tell all about the aquarium surprise.



The next day was Library Day and Teacher asked each student to find a 
book about fish before the trip. Bouncy found one on sharks. Bouncy’s 
friend Hum chose one about orcas. Then they went to sign them out.



And that’s where they were, waiting their turn, when they heard a scuffle behind them. 



Turning around, they saw their classmate Zip moving down 
the line and pulling books from classmates’ hands. 



Bouncy and Hum hugged their books closer to their chests
and hoped the line would hurry up fast. 



Luckily, it did. Bouncy and Hum felt relieved and glad that was over.
But it wasn’t quite over. Not yet.



The night before the big trip Bouncy had a bad dream about Zip.



So bad, that in the morning, Bouncy woke up tired and flat.



At breakfast, Knack noticed Bouncy’s worried face and asked if anything 
was the matter. Bouncy shrugged, and then after a bit, told Knack about 
Zip in the library and Zip in the dream.



Knack gave Bouncy a hug and they talked over what to do if trouble came up 
again. Bouncy felt a bit better then and went off to get ready.



And by the time the class was loaded on the school bus, some of the 
bubbles and jumps had crept back into Bouncy’s tummy and toes.



When they arrived at the aquarium, Bouncy and Hum rushed through the doors and 
into a room full of silvery, sharp swordfish. So sharp they looked like they swallowed 
a full set of knives. Bouncy’s eyes were wide, watching them swish.



Or at least they were, until the too loud voice of Zip sounded in the room. 
Zip was laughing at a classmate. “Your nose is as long as that swordfish’s.”



Bouncy looked down. Hum looked away. Then they hurried off.



The next room was full of colourful clownfish.
So colourful they looked like they ate a box of crayons for breakfast.



But Bouncy had no time to enjoy them because Zip came zooming up and tapped 
Hum on the shoulder. Zip pointed at the clownfish and back at Hum. “Ha! You’re 
both so bright you hurt my eyes.” Hum shrank back. 



Bouncy wanted to shrink down too, but remembered the talk with Knack. 
Taking a deep breath, and a small step forward, Bouncy said, “Cut it out, Zip!”



Zip turned to Bouncy. “Why? Who’s going to make me – you?” Bouncy took another 
deep breath and went on in a strong voice, “No, but we can call Teacher for help.”



Zip’s mouth opened wide but nothing came out. So Zip closed it. And guess what? 
Turns out Zip heard Bouncy’s words and stopped with the teasing.



Which was a good thing. It meant all the classmates, Bouncy, Hum, and Zip too, 
could get down to enjoying the aquarium with all of its fast fish, still fish, tall 
fish, small fish and all the kinds you can think of at all fish. 



QUESTIONS FOR CONVERSATIONS
Flip to the next page for questions designed to help parents, caregivers and 

educators stimulate discussion about messages found in this storybook.



INTRODUCTION
The largest group of people involved in most bullying situations are those known as 
witnesses. In COPA’s storybook, Bouncy and the Any Kind at All Fish we can see that 
many people can be negatively affected by a bullying situation, even though they are not 
being targeted directly. 

Many children and teens are capable of the kinds of small everyday acts of courage and 
kindness that nurture a safe and healthy environment. At COPA we believe that young 
people can become each others’ allies, and that peer support is a very important part of 
eliminating violence from their lives. 

At COPA we encourage adults to take our Tools Not Rules approach with children, 
offering information, resources and support to young people to help them keep 
themselves and others safe, strong and free. We can all work together to foster an 
atmosphere that nurtures and encourages a culture of compassion, both at home and 
at school.



QUESTIONS FOR YOUNGER READERS (4-7)
1. Bouncy loves fish. Do you like them? Which ones are your favourites? 

2. Why do you think that Bouncy and Hum were holding onto their books, and 
hoping the line would move fast? What do you think made them act that way? 

3. Knack listens to Bouncy when Bouncy is sad. Does it help you feel better when 
someone listens to you?

4. What was Bouncy feeling at the Aquarium when Bouncy and Hum leave where 
Zip is? Why does Bouncy look sad?

5. Do you think that Bouncy made a good choice telling Zip to “Cut it out’’?

6. Is it hard to say stop when people are being mean?

7. What else could Bouncy do to stop Zip from being unkind? Which one do you 
think you would do? Lets try it out.



QUESTIONS FOR OLDER READERS (7-10)
1. How do you think that the students in line at the library are feeling? 

2. Has anything like this ever happened to you? 

3. What do you think Knack and Bouncy talked about that helped Bouncy feel better?

4. Why do you think Zip is doing and saying things that hurt others at the aquarium?

5. Has Zip done or said anything to hurt Hum? Have you ever felt sad or scared even 
when someone is hurting other people and not you? How does that feel?

6. How do you think Bouncy is feeling when Zip makes fun of Hum?

7. Do you think that Bouncy is brave to stand up to Zip even when they are feeling 
scared. Do you think you could do that too? Let’s try it out.
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Capsule Families, they feature gentle messages encouraging listening, kindness, 

caring, compassion and courage to enjoy at home or in the classroom. 

Visit copahabitat.ca to explore the rest of the series in book format, online or in 
an audio version. Toolkits, DVDs, colouring pages, discussion guides and other 

resources are available for parents, guardians and educators.
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